Physics 151
Syllabus Quiz

1. What is the format of a Workshop Physics course? How does this differ from a traditional format in what you do in class and what is expected from you.

2. List what is expected of you before, during, and at the end of each class.

3. When are the entries for an Activity Guide Unit due to be turned in for grading (including time of day).

4. How often will there be homework assignments?

5. List the elements of a correctly worked homework problem.

6. What happens if you can't seem to get your homework in by the time it is due? How about your Activity Guide unit?

7. What is the penalty for working with other students on your Activity Guide entries or homework problems?

8. What is the penalty for not writing in your own words or copying from others on your Activity Guide entries, or for copying a homework solution from someone or somewhere else?

9. What will be on the examinations?

10. What materials can be used during the examinations?

11. What materials can not be used during the examinations?

12. What is the penalty for cheating on an examination?

13. Briefly describe my policy for copying or modifying other people's work on assignments, cheating, or any other type of academic dishonesty. (You may want to also review Westminster College’s policy on academic dishonesty.)

14. List 4–5 activities or behaviors that could be considered cheating or plagiarism.

15. Carefully study the pages on the Homework web page titled Behavioral Dimensions of Grades.

16. Carefully study the pages on the Homework web page titled Time Commitment.

17. In a traditional course, how much time is usually spent in lecture, in laboratories, and working out-of-class? How about for a workshop format course?

18. Do physics courses take more of your time and effort than other courses at Westminster? If so, why?

19. Do physics courses at Westminster take more of your time and effort than physics courses at other colleges and universities? If so, why?